PERCEIVED PAIN EXTENT IS ASSOCIATED WITH DISABILITY, DEPRESSION AND SELF-EFFICACY IN INDIVIDUALS WITH WHIPLASH ASSOCIATED DISORDERS
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What this study adds:

- Women with chronic WAD, those with unsettled insurance claims and those with poorer financial status perceive more widespread pain.
- When controlling for these factors, larger pain areas remain associated with perceived pain and disability, depression and self-efficacy.
- The pain drawing is useful to support psychological screening in people with chronic WAD.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Completion of a pain drawing is a familiar task in those presenting with whiplash associated disorders (WAD). Some people report pain almost over their entire body. Yet the reasons for larger pain extent has not been fully explored.

Methods: A novel method was applied to quantify pain extent from the pain drawings of 205 individuals with chronic WAD. Pain extent was evaluated in relation to sex, age, educational level, insurance status and financial status. Multiple linear regression analysis was used to verify whether pain extent was associated with other health indicators including perceived pain and disability, health-related quality of life, pain catastrophizing, anxiety, depression and self-efficacy.

Results: Pain extent was influenced by sex ($\chi^2$: 10.392, p<0.001) with larger pain extent in women compared to men (7.88±7.66% vs 5.40±6.44%). People with unsettled insurance claims ($\chi^2$: 7.500, p<0.05) and those with a worse financial situation ($\chi^2$: 12.223, p<0.01) also had larger pain extent. Multiple linear regression models revealed that, when accounting for age, sex, education, insurance status, financial status and neck pain intensity, pain extent remained associated with perceived disability (p<0.01), depression (p<0.05), and self-efficacy (p<0.001).

Conclusion: By utilizing a novel method for pain extent quantification this study shows that widespread pain is associated with a number of factors including perceived disability, depression and self-efficacy in individuals with chronic WAD. Widespread pain should alert the clinician to consider more specific psychological screening, particularly for depression and self-efficacy, in patients with WAD.
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What’s already known about this topic?

- Completion of a pain drawing is a familiar task in those presenting with whiplash associated disorders (WAD).
- Some report widespread pain affecting almost their entire body.
- No studies have evaluated the relation of pain extent to perceived pain and disability, financial status, general health and psychological status in individuals with chronic WAD.

What does this study add?

- Women with chronic WAD, those with unsettled insurance claims and those with poorer financial status perceive more widespread pain.
- When controlling for these factors, larger pain areas remain associated with perceived pain and disability, depression and self-efficacy.
- The pain drawing is useful to support psychological screening in people with chronic WAD.
INTRODUCTION

Whiplash associated disorders (WAD) are a complex, multifaceted disorder associated with significant social and economic costs (Carroll et al., 2008). Over fifty percent of individuals will continue to report symptoms six months after the initial injury (Carroll et al., 2008).

People with chronic WAD report a myriad of symptoms besides pain including stiffness, dizziness, headache, sleep disturbances, visual impairments, nausea and difficulty swallowing (Crutebo et al., 2010; Sterling 2011). In addition, the physical and psychological features associated with chronic WAD are multiple. Motor disturbances include altered muscle behavior and impaired movement (Dall'Alba et al., 2001; Peterson et al., 2015; Schomacher et al., 2012; Woodhouse and Vasseljen 2008) and psychological factors include varying levels of distress, anxiety and depression (Kongsted et al., 2008; Sterling et al., 2003; Williamson et al., 2008). Many people with chronic WAD show widespread pain which may reflect central sensitization (Curatolo and Sterling 2011; Van Oosterwijck et al., 2013). Several studies have documented widespread hypersensitivity (Curatolo et al., 2001; Lemming et al., 2012) and hyperexcitable spinal cord reflexes (Banic et al., 2004; Lim et al., 2011) in people with chronic WAD. Mechanisms for post injury central hyperexcitability may be related to a number of mechanisms but regardless of the mechanism, these changes have the potential to amplify the individual’s pain experience and can contribute to persistent pain (Curatolo et al., 2004; Curatolo and Sterling 2011).

Widespread pain can be observed from the patient’s pain drawing. The patient is asked to report their pain by coloring a template representing the human body in different views. Some studies suggest that the pain drawing can be a useful indicator of pain severity (George et al., 2007) or psychological status (Hayashi et al., 2015), yet other studies show limited value of the
pain drawing in predicting a patient’s psychological profile (Barbero et al., 2015; Carnes et al., 2006). Such contradiction is likely attributed to the different patient populations examined where some may not have significant psychological disturbances (Barbero et al., 2015) but the discrepancy may also be related to the method of analysis of the pain drawing. Most methods described rely on an operator to classify the pain drawing as “organic” or “nonorganic” and use scoring systems which have not been validated (Dahl et al., 2001) or have low sensitivity (Pande et al., 2005) such as the penalty point system (Ransford et al., 1976).

In chronic WAD, the patients perceived pain extent could potentially be influenced by a number of factors including their level of pain catastrophizing and level of depression (e.g. larger pain areas in those with a tendency to magnify the threat value of pain and to feel helpless in the context of pain) or even their compensation or financial status (e.g. larger pain area if currently in the process of litigation).

Pain extent quantification should be investigated as a potential useful tool to broaden our understanding of the presentation of individuals with chronic WAD as this may assist in diagnosis and treatment decision making. Here we analyze pain extent in a cohort of individuals with chronic WAD and evaluate the relation between pain extent and a number of variables including perceived pain and disability, financial status, general health and psychological status.

METHODS

Participants

The participants included in this observational study formed part of a sample of patients included in a randomized controlled trial (Ludvigsson et al., 2014). The pain drawing analysis was not included in the published trial and is unique to this study. A total of 205 individuals
with chronic WAD participated in the study, including 133 (65%) women and 72 (35%) men with a mean age of 40.1 years (range, 18 to 63 years, SD 11.4 years).

Inclusion criteria were a whiplash injury in the preceding 6 to 36 months that was nominated as the cause of current symptoms, classification as WAD grade 2 or 3 (Spitzer et al., 1996), aged between 18 and 63 years, Neck Disability Index (NDI) score of at least 10/50 points (Vernon and Mior 1991), and an average neck pain intensity the preceding week >20/100 mm on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) (0=no pain, 100=worst imaginable pain) (Carlsson 1983). Participants were excluded if they reported signs of traumatic brain injury in connection to the whiplash injury, previous neck trauma, myelopathy, spinal infection, previous neck surgery, malignant disease, severe psychiatric disorders, neurological diseases or drug abuse. Participants were also excluded if they reported a more dominant pain elsewhere in the body or if they reported having neck pain which led to >1 month’s work absence in the preceding year before the whiplash injury. Insufficient competence of the Swedish language was also an exclusion criteria.

Potential participants were identified from health care registers of six Swedish counties, including primary health care centers, specialist orthopedic clinics, and hospital outpatient services. A four-step process was applied to screen participants for eligibility as illustrated in Figure S1. In summary this procedure involved: (1) an initial letter, including a prepaid return envelope, was sent to 7950 participants which detailed the study information, inclusion/exclusion criteria and included a visual analogue scale (VAS) measure of neck pain intensity for the preceding week; (2) a telephone interview; (3) review of medical records if there was any ambiguity regarding the patients’ medical history; (4) physical examination by an experienced physiotherapist (mean of 18 years’ experience) to classify the disorder as either a WAD grade 2
(neck pain and clinical findings) or WAD grade 3 (addition of neurological signs) (Spitzer et al., 1996). The presence of neurological signs was confirmed if the patient described arm pain or paresthesia without other known causes, together with at least two positive examination findings indicating neurological deficit in the same dermatome/myotome (Bertilson et al., 2007). Figure S1 indicates the reasons for exclusion at each step including the further exclusion of 11 participants since their pain drawings could not be processed (poor shading of the pain area).

Participants were recruited between February 2011 and May 2012 and all participants received verbal and written information about the study. Informed written consent was obtained from all participants. The study was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee of Linköping, Sweden and was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Questionnaires**

Patients completed a generic questionnaire which detailed their sex, age, time since the injury occurred, previous history of neck pain, previous neck trauma, cause of the whiplash injury, whether or not they were a smoker, education level, use of analgesics, employment status, marital status, financial status, and whether or not they had made an insurance claim related to their whiplash injury. Moreover, patients completed a symptom frequency questionnaire where they were asked to rate the frequency of neck pain, arm pain, headache, paresthesia, stiffness, difficulties lifting their arms, dizziness, sleep disturbances, visual impairment, hearing impairment, difficulties swallowing, nausea, concentration difficulties and jaw problems on a five point scale: never, from time to time, every day, several times a day, constantly.
Pain

Pain was measured using a VAS anchored by 0=no pain, and 100=worst imaginable pain (Carlsson 1983). Patients were asked to complete a VAS for their average pain intensity, and when their neck pain was at its worst and its best. In addition, pain bothersomeness was quantified, recorded for the preceding 24 hours with the VAS anchored by 0=not bothersome at all and 100=extremely bothersome. Pain bothersomeness has been shown to be a useful measure in individuals with WAD (Stewart et al., 2007).

Disability

The NDI (Vernon and Mior 1991) was used to assess pain-related disability specifically related to neck pain. The NDI consists of 10 items grading neck disability from 0 (no activity limitations) to 5 (major activity limitations) with a total maximum score of 50 points which is then expressed as a percentage (0-100 %) with a higher score representing a higher level of disability. The NDI is widely used, and is a reliable (intraclass correlation coefficient up to 0.98) and valid measurement of disability in neck pain disorders (MacDermid et al., 2009). The Pain Disability Index (PDI) was also used which assess the degree to which chronic pain interferes with various daily activities. Seven categories are coded from 0=no disability to 10= the activities in which you would normally be involved have been totally disrupted or prevented by pain. The reliability and validity of the PDI has also been established (Tait et al., 1990).

General Health and Psychological Aspects

Health-related quality of life was quantified using the EuroQol Five Dimension Scale (EQ-5D, 243 possible health states converted to a single index value –0.594 to 1, where 1 is
perfect health) and EuroQol VAS (0–100 representing worst to best imaginable health state respectively) (Brooks 1996).

The participants’ confidence in their ability to perform activities despite their pain was evaluated using the Self-Efficacy Scale (SES). SES is a reliable instrument in WAD populations consisting of 20 different physical and psychosocial activity items (from 0=not confident at all, to 10=very confident), thus generating a total score from 0 to 200 (Kall 2009). The Pain Catastrophizing Scale (score range 0–52) provides an indication of individuals who ruminate, magnify or feel helpless about controlling their pain (Sullivan et al., 1995). A higher score reflects greater negative pain-related thoughts, greater emotional distress, and greater pain intensity. The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scales (HADS) were used to detect depression and anxiety and their role in the manifestation of somatic symptoms. There are 7 items, which produce a cumulative score of 0–21 for the anxiety (HADS-A) and depression (HADS-D) subscales with a higher score indicative of greater anxiety and depression (Bjellanda et al., 2002). The 11-item Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia (score range 11–44) evaluated fear of movement with higher scores indicating greater fear of movement (Roelofs et al., 2007).

Work-related factors

Work stress was measured with the Effort-Reward Imbalance Scale (Siegrist et al., 2004). It is comprised of different dimensions scored on a 4-point Likert scale and an overall Effort-Reward Imbalance score. A value close to zero indicates a favorable condition (relatively low effort, relatively high reward), whereas values beyond 1.0 indicate a high amount of effort spent that is not met by the rewards received or expected in turn (Siegrist et al., 2004).
**Pain drawings**

All participants were requested to complete a pain drawing indicating their pain on two body charts, one reporting a front view of the body and one a dorsal view (the body chart templates are illustrated in Figure 2). Body charts were printed on A4 sheet and patients were instructed to color, using a pencil, every part of the body where they perceived pain, independently from the type and the severity of pain.

Afterwards all pain drawings were digitalized using commercial scanner and imported in an image analysis software (Inkscape version 0.48). Two operators superimposed the imported body charts with a transparent digital body charts with the same size and characteristics. Pain drawings were then encircled and copied on the digital body charts using the region of interest tool/function. The described procedure to digitalize pain drawings was previously described and its reliability was confirmed (Barbero et al., 2015). This novel method for pain extent quantification is automated and not dependent on interpretation by an operator.

The automatic computation of pain extent and pain location was performed with custom software developed with Matlab® as described previously (Barbero et al., 2015). The software generates the number of shaded pixels from the pain drawing and exports this data which is defined as pain extent. Only pixels colored inside the body chart perimeter was considered. Pain extent for each subject was reported as the sum of the pixels in the frontal and in the dorsal body chart, and expressed as the percentage of total body chart area (i.e. a total of 381151 pixels, ventral: 191823 pixels, dorsal: 189328). In addition, pain frequency maps were generated which consisted of all of the pain drawings superimposed and analyzed simultaneously solely for the purpose of illustrating where pain is most frequently perceived across the entire cohort. This was
performed for the dorsal and ventral view. The custom software also performs a pain location analysis according to the body region affected as proposed by Margolis et al. (Margolis et al., 1986). The presence of the pain in a body region was confirmed when the pain drawing involved at least 10% of the body region area or where the number of pixels was greater than 60. The features extracted from the pain drawings are summarized below:

1) **Pain extent:** Each individual pain drawing was analyzed to quantify the pain extent. Pain extent for each participant was reported as the sum of the pixels in the frontal and in the dorsal body chart, and expressed as the percentage of total body chart area. Pain extent for each participant was retained for statistical analysis.

2) **Pain frequency maps:** The pain drawings from all participants were superimposed to illustrate where the subjects most frequently report pain. A colour grid indicates the percentage of individuals that report pain in a specific area.

3) **Pain location:** The body chart was divided into regions and the percentage of participants reporting pain in specific defined body regions is presented.

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the participant characteristics, their symptom characteristics and their overall health status considering pain, work, disability, general health and psychological factors. Pain frequency maps and the pain location analysis were also generated for descriptive purposes only to illustrate the most frequently painful regions across the entire sample.

The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to verify if the value of pain extent significantly changed according to sex, age, educational level, insurance status and financial status at the
bivariate level. We opted for the Kruskal-Wallis test instead of the ANOVA because of the non-normality of the pain extent distribution. Then, multiple linear regression analysis was used to verify whether pain extent (i.e. the independent variable of interest) is significantly associated with the other health indicators considered (i.e. the dependent variables of the regression models) when accounting for sex, age, educational level, insurance status, financial status and pain intensity (i.e. the independent control variables). Data were analysed with SPSS Version 22.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.

RESULTS

Table S1 presents the characteristics of the sample including their sex, age, time since the injury occurred, previous history of neck pain, previous neck trauma, cause of the whiplash injury, WAD grade, whether or not they were a smoker, education level, use of analgesics, employment status, marital status, financial status. The majority were women, attributed their WAD to a motor vehicle accident and had WAD grade 2. Table S2 presents the symptom characteristics of the study sample and Table 3 their general health status.

The Kruskal-Wallis test (Table 4) indicated that the variable pain extent was influenced by the sex of the participant (p<0.01). The mean score of pain extent was higher for women compared to men (7.88±7.66 vs 5.40±6.44). The insurance status was also a factor influencing pain extent (p<0.05); people who had not settled their insurance claim yet showed the highest score on pain extent (10.44±11.30, which is more than twice the pain extent score of people who did not make an insurance claim). Finally, pain extent scores were higher in those with a worse financial situation (p<0.01); people with a very good financial situation had a mean score of
4.64±4.68 versus 9.40±7.82 for people with a rather bad financial situation. Age and education level did not have a significant influence on pain extent.

Multiple linear regression models (Tables 5 and 6) showed that, when accounting for all control variables (age, sex, education, insurance status, financial status and pain intensity), there was a statistically significant association between pain extent and the NDI score (p<0.01). A one point increase in pain extent was associated with an average increase of 0.304 points on the NDI (95% Confidence Interval: 0.102 – 0.506). The HADS depression score was significantly associated with pain extent (p<0.05); a one point increase in pain extent was associated with an average increase of 0.076 points on the HADS depression score (95% Confidence Interval: 0.001 – 0.151). A one point increase in pain extent was associated with an average decrease of 0.945 points on the SES score (p<0.01; 95% Confidence Interval: -0.288 – -1.602) and a one point increase in pain extent was associated with an average increase of 0.333 points on the PDI score (p<0.01; 95% Confidence Interval: 0.091 – 0.575). Pain extent was not associated with the EQ-5D health score, the HADS anxiety score, the TSK score, or the PCS score. Two regression models were fitted for the VAS of pain bothersomeness, one with and one without the variable of VAS for neck pain intensity. The pain extent variable was no more statistically significant when we introduced VAS for neck pain intensity in the model, indicating that if we control for pain intensity pain extent is not significantly associated with the VAS pain bothersomeness score.

Figure 2 illustrates the pain frequency maps for the full sample of participants included in the study whereas Figure 3 illustrates the perceived painful regions of the body.
DISCUSSION

The patients evaluated in this study were representative of people with chronic WAD. They displayed a wide range of symptoms including neck pain, headache, paresthesia, arm pain, dizziness and visual and hearing impairments. The majority were women with an average age of forty years and most had WAD grade 2. Eighty percent were involved in the process of litigation or had already settled their insurance claim. The scores on the various questionnaires of general and psychological health indicated that their health was not optimal.

The individual pain drawings showed large variability between participants yet collectively, as seen from the pain frequency maps presented in Figure 2, their pain covered almost the entire body. Nevertheless, both the ventral and dorsal pain frequency maps clearly indicate the typical pain pattern for people with WAD with the neck and shoulder regions most frequently affected. The pain location analysis (Figure 3) further illustrated that the neck, shoulder region and head were the most frequently affected regions. In contrast, substantially less people reported pain in their lower limbs or abdomen region, although these regions were painful for some.

We show that pain extent in people with chronic WAD is influenced by sex, insurance claim status, and financial status. In the observed cohort, woman reported a significantly higher pain extent with respect to men, and patients with a poor financial situation and unsettled compensation reported higher pain extent values. When accounting for age, sex, education, insurance status, financial status and pain intensity, pain extent remained significantly associated with perceived pain and disability (NDI and PDI score), depression (HADS depression score), and self-efficacy (SES score). Overall these results indicate that the pain drawing may be useful
to support psychological screening in people with chronic WAD. Body charts which contain large pain extent or show that many body regions are affected should alert the clinician to further specific psychological assessment.

There remains uncertainly of the value of pain drawings as an indicator of the psychological status of the patient. A recent systematic review (Carnes et al., 2006) identified only three studies out of nineteen studies where a definite association between pain drawings and psychological state was identified. Six articles found a positive association between pain drawing scores and psychological data, with the authors suggesting possible clinical utility whereas the remaining ten studies concluded that the statistical association between the pain drawing and the psychological test was too weak to use the pain drawing as a diagnostic psychological screening tool. The vast majority of these studies were conducted in people with chronic low back pain and many suffered from poor study sampling and size (Carnes et al., 2006). Moreover the majority of these studies used methods to extract and define the pain area which were dependent on scoring from an evaluator thus methods which are unreliable (Carnes et al., 2006).

Surprisingly the evaluation of pain drawings in people with chronic WAD is almost non-existent. Yet psychological distress (including affective disturbances, anxiety, and depression) is common in individuals with chronic WAD (Kasch et al., 2013; Sterling et al., 2003; Williamson et al., 2008) thus it is an appropriate population to evaluate the relation between pain extent psychological features. Vernon and colleagues (Vernon et al., 2010) found that the pain area (evaluated using a grid system and modified “Ransford scores”) showed small but significant correlations with NDI and “pain severity” scores in people with chronic WAD. The authors concluded that partial support was obtained for the use of the pain drawing in evaluating the
“nonorganic pain behavior of chronic WAD patients” (Vernon et al., 2010). It should be noted that the only factors examined in this study were age, sex, NDI score, VAS for pain intensity and TSK score.

In a more recent study, the incidence of widespread pain was evaluated in a sample of people six week after motor vehicle collision (McLean et al., 2014). Subjects were divided into those engaged in litigation ("litigants") and those not engaged in litigation ("nonlitigants"). This study adopted a method whereby pain extent was assessed in 19 discrete body regions evaluated in the regional pain scale and in the head region and individuals reporting ≥ 7 bodily regions of pain were defined as having widespread pain. Compared to individuals who were not engaged in litigation, study participants who hired a lawyer had a greater extent of pain.

The current study also showed that pain extent is influenced by the insurance claim status of the patient. Moreover, their financial status was also associated to their pain extent. That is, people who had not settled their insurance claim yet and/or had a worse financial situation showed the highest scores of pain extent. Compensation seeking has long been believed by some to be a dominant factor in complaints of persistent pain after a whiplash injury (McLean et al., 2014) and the ongoing debate regarding the role of compensation has led to WAD being described as "one of the most controversial conditions in medicine" (Carette 1994; McLean et al., 2014). However, when accounting for age, insurance status and financial status together with other factors including pain intensity, sex and education, pain extent remained significantly associated with perceived pain and disability, depression, and self-efficacy. Thus regardless of the patient’s litigation or financial status, widespread pain can still provide an indication of
higher perceived pain and disability and psychological status (specifically depression and self-efficacy).

An association between pain catastrophizing and pain extent was not observed. In contrast, Hayashi et al. (Hayashi et al., 2015) indicated that the presence of “organic” versus “non-organic” pain (evaluated from the pain drawing) was significantly associated with pain catastrophizing in people with neck-shoulder pain. In the current study pain catastrophizing was however associated with higher neck pain intensity (VAS). Likewise, pain-related fear was associated with higher neck pain intensity (VAS) but not pain extent. The EQ-5D score, a measure of health-related quality of life, was not associated to pain extent. This questionnaire includes different dimensions which evaluate mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression thus it may be that the overall score is too general to be associated to pain extent. Specific subscores e.g. for anxiety/depression may be more relevant to consider. However this was captured in the HADS questionnaire. We cannot rule out that the level of general health measured by different questionnaires, e.g. the Short Form Health Survey (SF-36), is not associated to pain extent. The SF-36 score has been associated with pain extent in people with chronic low back pain (Dahl et al., 2001).

Pain bothersomeness has been shown to be a useful measure in individuals with WAD (Stewart et al., 2007). Although pain bothersomeness was significantly associated with pain extent, when we controlled for their average pain intensity, pain extent was no longer significantly associated with pain bothersomeness.
Clinical considerations

There is clear evidence that psychological factors are associated with increased risk of developing chronic pain and these may include depression, anxiety, pain catastrophizing and fear avoidance beliefs (Chou and Shekelle 2010; Sullivan et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 1999). Psychological status is an important factor for the prognosis of patients with WAD (Carstensen et al., 2008; Myrtevit et al., 2013; Sterling et al., 2005; Williamson et al., 2015) and psychological factors can mediate physiological changes and function in chronic WAD (Carriere et al., 2015; Vernon et al., 2013). The current results suggest that widespread pain drawn on a body chart may alert the clinician to consider more specific psychological screening, particularly for depression and self-efficacy, in patients with WAD to evaluate the need of targeted interventions that address psychological health.

Methodological Considerations

A strength of this study is that the pain drawings were analyzed without any intervention from an investigator, which likely improves the accuracy and the validity of analysis. The software used to estimate pain extent and location eliminates estimation errors (i.e. software is a deterministic system in which no randomness is involved) which potentially occur with visual-subjective scoring methods.

We studied a large subject sample, with variation of sex, age, education level, financial status, insurance claim status as well as variation of symptom characteristics and psychological status. Chronic WAD is a complex disorder and this can be appreciated by reviewing the symptoms reported in the current cohort. Pain is just one of the many symptoms that people with
chronic WAD report. Thus the results can likely be generalized to wider populations of people with chronic WAD. However, we have only studied a Swedish population which may limit the generalization of findings to other cultures. Based on reports of limited evidence of chronic WAD in some countries such as Lithuania (Obelieniene et al., 1999) and Singapore (Balla 1982), some suggested that chronic WAD is a culturally constructed illness behavior (Ferrari 2003). However, recent work showed the same findings of motor dysfunction, sensory hypersensitivity, and impaired conditioned pain modulation in Singaporeans with chronic WAD which seems to contradict the notion of chronic WAD being culturally dependent (Ng et al., 2014).

We examined a set of specific questionnaires which were included in the original study design of this project (Ludvigsson et al., 2014). It cannot be excluded that scores on other questionnaires such as the Impact of Events Scale (Horowitz et al., 1979) which measures the level of post-traumatic stress reaction (a prognostic factor of poor outcome in WAD (Kongsted et al., 2008; Sterling et al., 2005)) or the Central Sensitization Inventory (Mayer et al., 2012) could show an even stronger relation to pain extent in chronic WAD. Quantitative sensory tests were not included in this study. However it may be relevant in future studies to evaluate the association between pain extent and quantitative measures of central sensitization e.g. local and widespread thermal or mechanical hyperalgesia.

Conclusion

Women with chronic WAD, those with unsettled insurance claims and those with poorer financial status perceive more widespread pain. When controlling for these factors, larger pain areas remained associated with perceived pain and disability, depression and self-efficacy. The pain drawing may be useful to support psychological screening in people with chronic WAD.
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TABLE LEGENDS

Table S1. Characteristics of the participants. n=205 unless otherwise stated.

Table S2: Symptom characteristics. Results are reported as number of participants (%).

Table 3: Overall health status considering pain, work, disability, general health and psychological factors.

Table 4: Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test to verify if pain extent significantly changes according to sex, age, educational level, insurance status and financial status at the bivariate level. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05

Table 5: Result of the multiple linear regression model. Coefficient (standard error). Pain extent was the independent variable of interest. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05

Table 6: Result of the multiple linear regression model. Coefficient (standard error). Pain extent was the independent variable of interest ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05
FIGURE LEGENDS

**Figure S1:** Participant flow through study. *Whiplash injury in the preceding 6 to 36 months, reported to be the onset of current symptoms, excluding unconsciousness/loss of memory in connection to the whiplash injury, previous neck trauma with unresolved symptoms, previous neck surgery, ongoing malignant disease, severe psychiatric disorders, drug abuse, difficulties understanding the Swedish language. NDI indicates Neck Disability Index; VAS, Visual Analogue Scale; WAD, whiplash-associated disorders.

**Figure 2:** Pain frequency maps generated by superimposing the pain drawings of all patients included in the study (n=205). Pain frequency maps have been generated for both the dorsal and ventral view. The color grid indicates both the number and the percentage of individuals that reported pain in that specific area. Dark red represents the most frequently reported area of pain.

**Figure 3:** Pain location analysis which shows the percentage of individuals (n=205) reporting pain in a specific body region. The regions of the body have been color coded as displayed on the left side of the figure. The presence of the pain in a body region was confirmed when the pain drawing involved at least 10% of the body region area or where the number of pixels was greater than 60.